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Abstract 

Moving picture experts group (MPEG)-4 visual 
conformance standard specifies methods to verify whether 
bitstreams and decoders meet the requirements at the 
specified profile and level. The test of decoders can be 
divided into two parts: the static test and the dynamic test. 
The static test can be performed by examining the decoder 
output with that of a reference decoder using test bitstreams. 
This paper proposes design methodologies of MPEG-4 
visual test bitstreams, and presents experimental results on 
DCT scan type, DCIAC coefficient prediction, inverse 
quantization, and various macroblock type verifications. 

1 Introduction 

With the establishment of the MPEG-4 standard, many 
changes are expected in related multimedia applications. 
MPEG-4 enables mobile multimedia communications at 
very low bitrates with error robustness. Moreover, the object 
oriented coding in MPEG-4 enables user interaction, which 
will affect digital broadcasting and multimedia applications 
[ l l .  

Static tests can be performed by verifying that a decoder 
under test decodes given test bitstreams precisely. There are 
several types of test bitstreams such as general, shape 
coding, scalability, error resilience, scalable still texture, 
and sprites [3]. The general test bitstreams cover texture 
coding, motion compensation, motion prediction bandwidth, 
variable length coding (VLC), and bitstream parsing. Each 
test bitstream is applied according to a specific profile and 
level. 

The texture decoding is composed of VLC, inverse scan 
of discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients, DCIAC 
coefficient prediction, inverse quantization, and inverse 
DCT, as shown in Fig. 1 [6]. 

This paper proposes test bitstreams for texture decoding 
procedure and verification of type of macroblock (MB) 
which is basic unit of MPEG video bitstreams. The test 
bitstreams are made by modifying a software encoder [7], 
changing the conditions or flags of the encoder or by using 
test images of special patterns as input. The test result is 
checked by examining the reconstructed images of the 
reference decoder and the output of a bitstream analyzer. 

2 Inverse Scan Test 
. . 

The MPEG-4 standard consists of system, visual, audio, 
conformance test, reference software, and delivery The inverse scan constructs an array of 8x8 DCT 

multimedia integration framework (DMIF) [2]. This paper coefficients from one dimensional sequence. The scan 

deals with the conformance test [31, which consists of static direction is not directly determined from the bitstream. It 

tests [4] and dynamic tests [S]. The conformance test is to depends On such as azternate-scanJag 

verify that the MPEG-4 decoder or bitstream is compliant to and ACJJredf lag.  

the MPEG-4 standard [6]. There are three scan methods: zigzag scan, alternate 
vertical scan, and alternate horizontal scan. The choice of a 
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Figure 1 : MPEG-4 video texture decoding process. 
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scan method depends on AC prediction. If AC prediction is 
not used, the zigzag scan is used. Otherwise, alternate 
vertical or horizontal scan is chosen depending on the AC 
prediction direction. In the interlaced mode, the alternate 
vertical scan can be chosen regardless of AC prediction. 

2.1 Zigzag scan test 

We disable the ACgredf lag to generate a zigzag scan 
test bitstream. If ACgredf lag is disabled even though the 
AC prediction is performed, the reference decoder cannot 
reconstruct the image correctly. Therefore the encoder is 
modified not to perform the AC prediction, regardless of the 
condition whether the prediction is performed or not. 

Fig. 2(a) shows the zigzag scan test image decoded by 
each scan method. The left one shows an image decoded by 
zigzag scan. We can see that all the blocks are reconstructed 
correctly. The middle one and the right one show images 
from a wrong decoder with scanning error. 

2.2 Alternate scan test 

When the ACgredf lag is enabled, DCT coefficients 
are alternately scanned. The alternate vertical or horizontal 
scan is chosen according to the direction of AC prediction, 
which is determined by the direction of DC prediction. We 
generate test bitstreams from test images with DC 
coefficients of each block increasing monotonically from 
top to bottom and from left to right. In other words, the 
blocks of the test images are becoming brighter as one goes 
down or to the right. A reference decoder detects the DC 
prediction direction and the AC prediction direction, which 
will determine the alternate scan direction. Fig. 2(b) shows 
alternate vertical scan test images. Note that the lower side 
of the input image is brighter than the upper side, which 
results in the vertical DC prediction. The middle one is 

of the previous block are used for the prediction of the 
current block. The direction of AC prediction is the same as 
that of DC prediction. 

We design a test bitstream to verify whether a decoder 
performs DCIAC prediction correctly, and we can detect an 
error by comparing the decoded images. We generate a test 
DCT coefficient pattern with specified DC and AC 
coefficients. Fig. 3(a) is one of the test patterns, where the 
DC coefficients increase from left to right and from top to 
bottom, while it has the identical AC coefficients in the 
same row. 

We can verify the same pattern from the normally 
decoded image. Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show the images from 
abnormal decoders with fixed prediction direction. Fig. 
3(b) is the result when the DC prediction direction is set to 
the vertical direction, and Fig. 3(c) is the result when AC 
prediction direction is fixed to horizontal direction. 
Comparing the result of Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), DC prediction 
error is more prominent than AC prediction error, since 
human eyes are more sensitive to low spatial frequency. 

(a) zigzag scan test when AC pred~ction is disabled 

reconstructed correctly by glternate vertical scan and the (b)  alternate vert~cal scan test 

images obtained from abnormal decoders. 

3 DCIAC Prediction Test 

During encoding, DCT coefficients are compressed by 
predictive coding. The prediction direction depends on the 
horizontal and vertical DC gradients around the block. If the 
horizontal DC gradient is less than the vertical one, 
horizontal prediction direction is selected. AC prediction is 
performed when ACgreciflag is set to one. Either 
coefficients from the first row or those from the first column 

(c) alternate hor~zontal scan test 
Figure 2: Scan type test. 

( a )  111pl1t frame (b) Incorrect DC pred. (c) 1ncon.cct t2C'  pred. 

Figure 3: DC/AC prediction test. 



Table 1 : Nonlinear scaler for DC inverse quantization. Table 2: Macroblock types. 
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Component: Type 
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Figure 4: Inverse quantization test. 

4 Inverse Quantization Test 

dc-scaler for qs range 

The 8x8 array of quantized DCT coefficients, Qflu][v], 
is inverse quantized, resulting in the reconstructed DCT 
coefficients, flu][v]. The weighting matrix gives the step 
size for each DCT component, and a scale factor changes 
the whole matrix. There are two inverse quantization 
methods, which are determined by a parameter, quant-type. 

The first method is used when the quant-type is 1, and 
both the weighting matrix and scale factor are used. On the 
other hand if quani-type is 0, only the scale factor is used. 
In both methods, the DC coefficients are inverse quantized 
in a different way from other AC coefficients. The DC 
coefficients reconstruction is computed as follows, 

1 - 4  

8 

8 

F[0][0] = dc - scaler x QF[O][O], 

where dc-scaler is defined in Table 1, with qs denoting an 
abbreviation of quantizer-scale. 

To verify the inverse quantization, we fix the 
quantizer-scale for each picture. Fig. 4 shows the decoded 
images where Fig. 4(a) is coded as intra frame, while Figs. 
4(b) and 4(c) are inter frame pictures. The quantizer-scale 
is set to 1 in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) while it is set to 29 in Fig. 
4(c). As the quantizer-scale increases, the reconstructed 
image becomes darker, because the DC coefficient 
decreases. 
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5 Macroblock Type Decision Test 

9 - 2 4  

qs+8 

motion, shape, and texture coding. For example, in 4:2:0 
chrominance format, an MB has 4 luminance blocks and 2 
chrominance blocks. The MB layer has the information 
about the alpha block which contains shape information, 
motion vector difference, difference quantizer, AC 
prediction, DCT coefficients of each block, MB type, etc. 

The information in MB layer varies according to the MB 
type. It is determined by video object plane (VOP) type, 
namely, I-, P-, S-VOP, where I represents intra, P specifies 
inter, and S denotes sprite. We confine our scope to simple 
and core profiles, which do not cover S-VOP. For I-VOP, 
intra mode is used for all the MBs, therefore they do not 
need motion information. There are two intra MB types 
depending on the usage of difference quantization. 

In case of P-VOP, both inter and intra mode MBs can be 
used, and the usage of difference quantization affects the 
MB type. When the 8x8 prediction mode is used, the MB 
type becomes four motion vector mode. When not coded 
type is used, an MB from the previous frame at the same 
position is duplicated. 

Table 2 shows various types of MBs. Stuffing is bit 

VOP type 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
I 
I 
I 

25- 

2xqs-16 

(qs+13)/2 

insertion, which is employed to increase the bitrate at the 
encoder in order to prevent underflow at the decoder. The 
decoder simply discards the stuffing bits. 

In the following subsections, the procedure to determine 
the MB type is briefly explained and the results of the 
proposed test bitstreams are illustrated. The test bitstreams 
are generated by changing MB types. We use the Akiyo test 
sequence. The image format is quarter common 
intermediate format (QCIF), 176x 144 pixels, 4:2:0 
chrominance format, consisting of 11 x9=99 MBs. The test 
sequence is coded as P-VOP with binary shape in 

qs-6 

~rieressive frame mode. We have developed a bitstream 

MB type 
not coded 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

stuffing 
3 
4 

stuffing 

' " 
analyzer to extract and display parameters from an MPEG 4 
video bitstearm. Fig. 5 shows decoded images from a 

Name 
- 

INTER 
INTER+Q 
INTER4V 

INTRA 
INTRA+Q 

- 

INTRA 
INTRA+Q 

- 

- 

The MPEG-4 data structure classifies objects and each reference decoder and a Output. 

object can be partitioned into several sub-structures. In the 
case of video objects, the lowest structure is a block, which 5.1 MB type: not coded 
is the basic unit for the DCT. The block has luminance type 
and chrominance type. The MB consists of luminance block MB type not coded is used only in P-VOP. When the 
and chrominance block, and it is the basic unit for combined variable named COD is set to 1, no further process is made 
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with P-VOP in which the MB type is set to 3 or 4 . - ~ i ~ .  5(c) 
shows the result in case of MB type=4, which contains the 
reconstructed image of the reference decoder and the output 
of the bitstream analyzer. 

(a) not coded (b) INTER4V (c) INTRA+Q 6 C O ~ C ~ U S ~ O ~  > ,  > ,  . , 
Figure 5: Macroblock type test (top: decoded image, bottom: 
bitstream analvzer oubut). In this paper, we present design methodologies of 

MPEG-4 texture decoding tests and experimental results on 

and all information about the MB is assumed to be the same 
as the MB in the previous frame at the same position, which 
means that there is no motion vector or motion 
compensation. 

We generate MB not coded test bitstream from a 
software encoder [7]. Fig. 5(a) is the decoded image by a 
reference decoder which shows that the decoder can recon- 
struct correctly when the MB type is not coded, and the 
output of the bitstream analyzer which verifies that all MBs 
in the bitstream are coded as not coded. In the output of the 
bitstream analyzer, there are only 9x7=72 MBs, because the 
object defined in the shape coding is limited by a bounding 
rectangle. The MB outside the bounding rectangle is 
denoted as 'T' and not coded MB is denoted as 'N'. 

inverse scan, DC and AC prediction, inverse quantization, 
and MB types. We show test methods and compare the 
output of the reference decoder with the images decoded by 
abnormal decoders. Test patterns are designed to include all 
possible cases specified in the MPEG-4 standard. The test 
bitstream is verified using the bitstream analyzer which can 
directly show the desired information in the bitstream. This 
test can be easily used during the R&D and mass production 
of the decoders. Future work includes the dynamic test 
which is related to rate control, buffer verification, and 
memory bandwidth, and automatic detection of the fault. 
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5.2 MB types 0, 1, and 2: INTER, INTER+Q, 
and INTER4V 
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